that Is, we either have an evidence or do not have that evidence, the scheme acts as a set function for each hypothesis: a value as an evaluation of the hypothesis Is assigned to each subset of evidences.
When the evaluation of hypotheses is also a binary one, the scheme can be represented by a collection of boolean "If-then" rules.
Various approaches may be used to mak e this collection more compact.
Intermediate concepts, default rules, and other Inventions I Ik e the "choice components" in SEEK2 are among these approaches. (Shafer, 1978) . The Hamacher operator with r=2 Is the relativistic velocity addition formula when the speed of I lght Is normalized to unity:
Because of the r values, the combination result from the velocity addition Is always greater than that from Bernoul I I 's rule.
A faml ly of o-isomorphlsms Is h(a) = a P , P >O. a faml ly of bounded-sum type operations:
It generates
The Concatenation of Symmetric Positive and Negative Segments
By now, we have studied the combination rule within a basic segment and among segments on the positive or the negative side. In this section, we study the case when a positive segment Is concatenated with its negative dual. In other words, we study the cross combination of a positive evidence and a negative evidence. 
This
Is the formula for calculating conditional probabl 1 lty P(h:e 1 ... e) from P(h:e 1 ), ... ,P(h:e ) when the prior Is P(h)=s and the coW dltlonal independence is a� sumed.
When s=1/2, we go back to the symmetric case which Is actually the [0,1] version of relativistic velocity addition.
About Robustness 2
The maximum slope of the Hamacher faml ly Is 1 when rs2 and r /4(r-1) when r>2.
Unless a very large r Is chosen, the slope Is wet !-bounded and the operation Is considered robust.
On the other hand, cross combinations generated through the Theorem are never robust. Let a be a value close to the lower endpoint and b close to f(a), say, b=f(a)+d.
Then a* b = h -1 ( h(b)-h(f(a)) ).
Since both h(b) and h(f(a)) are very large values, the difference can be any possltlve value.
In other words, a*b can be any value In the entire positive segment [e,z] .
A smal I change In b from f(a) to f(a)+d can change a*b substantial ty.
Although the cross combination for certainty factors In the original MYCIN Is not associative, It Is robust.
The only way to achieve robustness and associativity for cross combination Is to use bounded-sum type operations. 
